AMERICAN ISOSTATIC PRESSES Inc., 25 years in Business Announces Expansion of its
Toll HIP Business.
Due to the increase in demand for Toll HIPing from; additive manufacturing, 3-D printing, powder metallurgy,
Investment casting, MIM and advanced HIP process research, AIP has decided to expand its R&D and
Production Toll Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIPing) into its own Ohio facility along with facilities in Mississippi and
Oregon.
AIP has been manufacturing Isostatic Presses and backed it products for 25 years, establishing itself as the only
remaining true American owned company in the industry, with all the engineering and manufacturing here in the
USA. Unlike other HIP manufacturers AIP builds not only production HIPs, it has made more custom HIP systems
than any other manufacturer. The President and founder of AIP Inc., Reggie Persaud says “We pride ourselves on
designing and manufacturing systems that meet our customers’ requirements rather than just offering off the
shelf equipment”.
For this reason, AIP recently joined and donated a HIP system to the LIFT- Lightweight Innovations for
Tomorrow program to support the research into advanced materials and manufacturing. This AIP HIP will
give the consortium “state-of-the-art” equipment that will allow researchers to accelerate the development
of new materials and cutting edge manufacturing technologies.
At the same time as supporting innovations like the LIFT program, AIP, driven by customer needs, has invested in
providing isostatic services to Industry and has partnered with its sister companies in an expansion of the HIPing
toll services. This gives customers a cost effective solution to their production and development needs without
justifying the capital expenditure and maintenance of their own HIP production system.
AIP and its sister companies (listed below) will continue to expand their capability to facilitate customer demand
throughout the USA.






AIP (American Isostatic Presses) toll services ( http://aiphip.com/ ) in Columbus Ohio. Expansion of HIPing
Toll service with a new facility open early in 2017, located to service the entire Midwest and North
Eastern States.
ITS (Isostatic Toll Services http://isostatictollservices.com/ ) In Mississippi, conveniently located to serve
the Southern States (Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, Alabama, Texas, Arizona, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Louisiana, New Mexico, North Carolina), as well as Mexico and South America.
IPS (Isostatic Pressing Services http://www.isostaticpressingservices.com/ ) in Oregon serving the Pacific
Northwest (Oregon, Colorado, Washington, Montana, Idaho and Wyoming).

Across these three facilities AIP offers unique as well as complimentary services to meet Industry toll HIPing
requirements. AIP not only offers high quality service and the best turn around in the industry, but also the
expertise to improve your final product with more than 75 years of combined industry experience in process and
materials production technology.
Along with the toll services AIP has some of the most advanced research isostatic presses in the country offering
researchers cost effective access to the technology. AIP has helped develop new process technologies for
numerous research institutions and industries, while protecting the customer’s confidentiality.
AIP invites you to contact us directly to see how we can help you with your existing Toll HIPing requirements and
show you how Isostatic Pressing technology can improve the quality of your products. Find out why AIP has been
in the business for 25 years providing a wide range of industries with; isostatic pressing equipment, toll services
and development of production processes.

Contact: Reggie Persaud rpersaud@aiphip.com Ph.1-614-497-3148 or Toll Free 1-800-375-7108

